2021 Faculty Accomplishments Celebration & Toast

In Honor of University of Richmond Faculty Contributions to Scholarship, Research, and Creative Work

January 2020 - December 2020

March 4, 2021
3:30 PM—4:00 PM
The Faculty Accomplishments Reception is held in honor of University of Richmond faculty members who have achieved successes in the form of research and scholarly publications, as well as creative achievements in the visual and performing arts between January 2020 and December 2020.

The Office of the Provost and the staff of the Boatwright Memorial Library join together in congratulating University of Richmond faculty and staff who have represented the University with honor and distinction.
FACULTY ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY SCHOOL

Please Note: Faculty works will be listed under a faculty member’s primary department. In the event that a faculty member is not affiliated with a department, their work will be recognized under the affiliated program.

School of Arts & Sciences

Department of Art and Art History


Department of Biology


Lookingbill, Todd, and Peter Smallwood. “Landscapes of War Permanently Altered Topography Is One of the Casualties of War, but Battlefields Can Also Be of ‘Collateral Value.’” *Natural History* 128, no. 2 (February 2020): 22–27.


**Department of Chemistry**


Department of Classical Studies


Department of English


Department of Geography and the Environment


Department of History


Kahn, Michelle Lynn. “Between Ausländer and Almanç: The Transnational History of Turkish-German Migration.” Bulletin of the German Historical Institute, no. 66 (Spring 2020): 53–82.


Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures


Weist, Caroline. “‘I’ll Wait’: Crip-Queer Temporality and Reproductive Futurism in Musical Adaptations of Durrenmatt’s Der Besuch Der Alten Dame (The Visit of the Old Lady).” Theatre Survey 61, no. 3 (September 2020): 396–420. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0040557420000290.

Department of Latin American, Latino, and Iberian Studies


Department of Music


Department of Philosophy


**Department of Physics**


**Department of Political Science**


Department of Psychology


Department of Religious Studies


Department of Sociology and Anthropology


Department of Theatre and Dance


*Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program*


Jepson School of Leadership Studies


**Robins School of Business**

**Department of Accounting**


Department of Economics


**Department of Finance**


**Department of Management**


**Department of Marketing**


School of Professional and Continuing Studies


**Tost, Jeremy**, **Bob Spires**, and Sokleng In. “Cambodian Youth Perspectives on Social and Educational Barriers.” *Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies in Education* 8, no. 2 (2019): 130–46. [https://doi.org/10.32674/jise.vi0.1227](https://doi.org/10.32674/jise.vi0.1227).
School of Law

Ronald J. Bacigal


Carol Necole Brown


William Hamilton Bryson


*Paul Jodrell's Chancery Reports (1737-1751)* (William Hamilton Bryson ed., 2020).


Jud Campbell


Henry L. Chambers, Jr.

Chris A. Cotropia


Joel B. Eisen


Jessica M. Erickson


Frisch, David


James Gibson


Chiara Giorgetti


**Meredith J. Harbach**


**Ann C. Hodges**


**Margaret Ivey**


**Joyce Manna Janto**


**Corinna Barrett Lain**


Kurt T. Lash


Julie E. McConnell


Kristen Osenga


John R. Pagan


Wendy C. Perdue


Doron Samuel-Siegel


Daniel Schaffa


Jonathan K. Stubbs

Allison A. Tait


Carl W. Tobias


Laura A. Webb